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About This Game

THE MOST EXTENSIVE FUNFAIR RIDE SIMULATTION EVER!

Virtual Rides III is here! Set foot in an even bigger, more colorful, and more impressive fairground than ever before! Let your
imagination be your guide! Design, control, and ride 15 unique attractions!
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Virtual Rides III turns you into a showman! Whether you change the color of the components, the components
themselves, or the decoration – it's all in your hands!

Use lighting, effect equipment, fog machines, and stroboscopes to perfectly stage your fairground attractions! Give your
visitors a ride they'll never forget!

When night falls, the lighting system immerses the funfair in a very special light! From laser shows to color changes –
everything is possible!

You are the carnival barker! Grab a microphone and fire up your guests with your own calls!

The atmospheric lighting doesn't really come into effect until sunset – but that's no problem! Simply change the time and
even the weather!

Take your place in the control booth and use the 3D panel to control the ride just as you like!
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There are more than 10 attractions available! Start them up and give your guests the ride of their lives!

Now it's your turn! Climb in, buckle up, hold on tight – and ride your fairground ride!

Need a bigger kick? Then grab you HTC Vive or Oculus Rift for an even more realistic nerve-tingling wild ride!

12 acres of fairground full of breathtaking attractions and more than 100 stands whose offerings will make your mouth
water. Enjoy your visit to the funfair and encounter huge crowds that react to their environment.
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20150616:
I emailed Wingware support about the text paste problem below (the email address is easy to find at their website). I got a
response in under 24 hours, which is a great sign of an engaged dev. He suggested that the problem was likely due to security
software blocking application access to the system clipboard, and mentioned webroot by name, which I have. The solution turns
out to be to allow the wingware app to access the clipboard in webroot (or other security software) configuration.

I made the change and now I can paste in the wingware editor. Due to this excellent support response by Wingware, I am
updating my review to "recommend", although it is still a little frustrating that this issue exists: other apps are able to use the
clipboard without needing an exception in security software policy.

But all software has little issues, and not all companies have this kind of customer focus and dedication to their product. Now I
am excited about Wingware again, and am looking forward to checking out all it's good qualities! :-)

20150615:
Pasting text (Ctrl-V) into the code edit window does not work by default on Windows 7. This is a pretty serious failing of basic
UI functionality. Ctrl-X "cut" operation works, and I can Ctrl-C copy text *from* the code edit window and paste elsewhere
(like notepad++ for example) but I can't paste *into* the code edit window. I also tried to paste by clicking Edit > Paste with the
mouse, but that doesn't work either. Weird... I'm hoping I'm just doing something wrong, or have something mis-configured!

I checked the wingware docs section about copy\/paste but I don't see a clue to the problem here:
http:\/\/wingware.com\/pub\/wingide-personal\/1.1.9\/manual\/html\/node5.html#SECTION00590000000000000000

I will update this review as I go, and I hope to change my vote to "recommend", but at this time, I cannot recommend
purchasing Wing Python IDE.. Although still in Early Access, this game has many exciting and revolutionary features woven
into its rich fabric of gaming tapestry, including:

* Your character can walk... OR run!!!
* Sometimes you can enter vehicles
* You can choose a job. You cannot actually work or do anything during the job, but you can choose one
* Your apartment is very nice
* Sometimes some menus work
* You can play soccer (that's American for "football") if somehow other people buy this game for some unknown reason
* The hat selection includes "hair" or "fingerless gloves"
* The physics are completely realistic. I didn't once float up into the sky at several million miles per hour... just like real life!
* You dont have to worry about bothersome "other players" because the city is gigantic and oh there are none
* There's a bench and a very large woman sits on it and she may be a giant
* Your car catches fire if a woman touches it (Men's Rights!)

I'm sure additional features will eventually be added, such as "things you can do" or "stuff that exists" or "anything," but that is
what Steam's glorious Early Access is for! Well either that or for the developer to take your money and run, one of the two.. 
You can find my full review here.

Broken Dreams is a fairly short 2D puzzle platformer title. You follow Jack who is trying to get back to his love Michelle. We
will need to use his shadow in a sort of Braid-like gameplay. Well, except when you're controlling both him and Michelle. Then
you have to use both WASD and the arrow keys to move them.

The music, while nice at first, can get a bit repetitive. I'm not really a fan of when you're trying to have a serious story but the
characters are saying stuff like, "I can use the right key to get to Michelle" (so as to tell the player the controls). The voice acting
feels a little like it was on low quality microphones at times. The backgrounds are quite nice, however the sprites feel fairly
downgraded from how they were on Flash\/Android.

The game is a nice little time killer, though some trial and error things may get annoying to you. It's also available for free from
the Google Play Store, and as mentioned before it is also available as a Flash game. There are some extra, more challenging,
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levels in the Steam version though, if you want to try and challenge yourself to those. This gets a weak recommendation from
me, but there was some things I definitely didn't enjoy as much.. A huge range of games are being released regularly in the
world. Independent developers, as well as titanic corporations with multimillion budgets produce these games. Reflection of
Mine is a game made in fact by one person. And it is amazing! Against the countless soulless assasins, dull Call of Duty series,
monotonous GTAs and lots of MMO games that differ from each other only in decorations, and have cosmic ammounts of
money spent on developing and PR, Reflection of Mine looks like a ray of light in the darkness. It is exceedingly atmospheric. It
captures and holds you. It is unique (at least for me: I don't know many games of this genre, but among the ones I know there is
nothing like Reflection of Mine).

When you start to play, the eye immediately catches the author's attention to details. Levels are well designed and drawn. You
can see various game mechanics on different levels of Reflection of Mine, they make the game diverse. The main character of
Lilly is deeply developed, you easily beleive in her very existance and in her history from the first moments of the game. Music
in the game is a subject of a special attention. It ideally suits the game, it complements game's atmosphere and it organically gets
used to the world of the game. It is easily memorable. I haven't met a soundtrack of such a quality from the times of the first
Space Rangers game.

Reflection of Mine is a difficult game. It is a puzzle, and it really makes you puzzle over its solution very hard. It is not easy to
complete the levels, but if you want to get game achievements, you have to blow up your brain! If you are a person who don't
like hard and difficult tasks, this game is not for you. Reflection of Mine is made as good as were made good old fashioned
games of the period when developers didn't follow users' whims like "this game is bad because it is too difficult to play".

And when you think like "Oh God! This game was made by only one person! That can't be true!" But you know it is true, and
you want to get back to this game over and over again. And I can't say this about huge modern games made by corporations.
Thats it. Reflection of Mine is a marvelous, fabulous project, made with soul and author's love to his creation.
Thank you for this game! And good wishes!. I really wanted to like this game as I love old school style games, and it came
recommended as a tower defense game similar to Creeper World or Infested Planet. But this one just didn't do it for me. Maybe
I expected too much from a similarly priced game, but Protolife was just not fun to me with a cumbersome interface and wonky
keyboard controls. Requested a refund and just happened to be outside of Steam's 14 day window - now I can't even get rid of
it.. Really good add on - great route and love the pacer loco add on.. Awesome cool little game, just cleared the first chapter and
still have plenty to do.
Also loved the soundtrack!. Is good waifu.
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Dreadful game I waited all day to download it and it is pants .No control over training and tactics a basic thing for a sports
management game.. The campaign is absolutely worthless but playing a regular skirmish either hotseat or singleplayer makes it
the best homm game since 3. The multiplayer usually works but there are some bugs. If you dont want your whole campaign
breaking, consider not playing necropolis because after a while it will break. And somehow I still recommend this game because
it is a great time.. This game wants to be something greater than what it is. It implements so many features, but its very core and
basics are so fundamentally flawed that no amount of giant super sun-sized space stations of doom can actually overcome it.

When you spend literally hours designing a ship and another few hours watching it build, only to watch it blow up because of
completely screwed up controls (how people can screw up controls in this day and age baffles me)... well... you don't get much
satisfaction out of it.

I seriously spend more time wrestling with the poor UI and control scheme than I do actually playing the game. It is ridiculously
difficult to control a fleet. The game promises fleet AI to do the micromanaging for you but that fleet AI is about as useful as
me playing this game blindfolded.

I played this game when it first came out. Now, practically a year later, they added so much new stuff but barely fixed any of
the problems that made it so hard to like in the first place.. WHY DO WE KEEP BUYING
THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\/b]. This game seems like it has potential to be a fun challenging game
but as of right now it's basically not playable. The character moves too quickly to accurately control and it's hard to tell
eaxctly where the character is. It seems like if you enter a space occupied by anything even a wall you die, even if you
didn't directly hit the object itself. I wasn't able to play for very long as it is just too frustrating. I don't mind a
challenging game as long as it's well thought out and balanced, but when a game is challenging because of poor design
or intentionally bad controls then thats a real problem and major fault with the game. When I first saw the game it
looked like it was going to be a lot of fun but I couldnt get past the first corner of the second level because it seems like
if you go even one pixle to the left or right you die. Overall I'd have to say if this game had more balanced controls like
moving square by square or the character moved slower then this game might be playable but as of right now I don't
think it is. It seems rushed and feels like it was just made to make money and not to entertain people or give then a fun
experience.

I wrote the above before I had played the game for more than 5 minutes. After palying it for 7 minutes of total time I
noticed a lot of glitches. When i booted the game back up it didnt save my progress and when i beat level 1 again it
unlocked only level 11. Within level 11 there was a graphical glitch where there looked to be a slanted circle just
covering up the exit and when I managed to get to it I just died. So I would have to say this game is beyond unplayable
and by no means whould anyone buy this game. I got it with a discount for a badge I got and feel very ripped off.. The
controls are buggy and terrible, the story is lazy and very obvious (it's exactly what you'd guess after the intro sequence
finished), the theme looks good but it's entirely cosmetic but it gets old before the end, the puzzles are way too easy and
hampered by the buggy controls, the protagonist's lack of personality and constant exclamations of credulity get very
annoying really fast. Overall it's bad as a puzzle game and bad as a horror game.

This is said to be a "short story-focused 2d action/puzzle platformer". Yes, it's short. I'd say too short but I was bored
of it well before the end. If you claim "story-focused" then either it's a false statement or an admission that everything
else was neglected. Either way it's damning because the story is virtually non-existent and it was mostly confined to the
intro and outro. Technically it's not even 2d, because you have an extra dimention. THAT'S THE WHOLE POINT
DAMNIT! How you can call this "action" is beyond me. This goes dangerously close to false advertising. The "puzzle"
and "platformer" parts are true, the game is just very bad at both.. This game made my brain full. I feeds my hunger,
once again! Something to make my brain \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.... Oh yes. Giggity.. This is a fast
passed game that will surely keep you busy for a while. It seems like a pumped up version of classic Sonic.. Great
atmosphere.
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